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The Wolf in Brough 
 
When Walter Ryrie came into the shop one day and announced that there is a wolf at 
the shore, the news soon spread through the village.  No, it wasn’t a live wolf, but a 
dead one washed up on the beach, but even so, a very unusual sight and worthy of a 
visit. 
 
It was a large hairy animal, like an oversized German Shepherd, and very fierce 
looking with it’s large fangs bared in a snarl, and Walter, now an authority on wolves 
as he had been to Canada and seen them there, was assured of an audience in the 
shop.  He explained that it probably came from a ship carrying animals to a zoo in 
Europe and fallen overboard or died on the voyage. 
 
Now, it is not every day that a wolf, dead of alive, appears on the shore in Brough so 
this was the main topic of discussion I the shop for some time and Walter expounded 
on is knowledge of wolves to an attentive audience at every opportunity.  Well, until 
Peter Henderson came into the shop one day for cigarettes and when he heard the 
news, he burst out laughing, and explained to my aunt Cathie, “that’s’ the muckle dog I 
had, which ate some poison, so I threw it over the rock….”  No doubt the action of the 
poison and decomposing had caused the body to swell enormously, so that that was 
the simple explanation of the arrival of a ‘wolf’ to Brough. 
 
So, it was a short lived period of fame for our world authority on wolves, but Walter 
ignored the jibes until the sequel some time later.  It was the usual Friday night in the 
shop, just after the bread delivery by the van from Wick, and  we all loved fresh bread, 
the shop was crowded.  On these occasions my cousin, Isabel Sinclair, would often 
help in the shop, serving and chatting with customers.  She was a bright, attractive 
young lady, in her last year at Castletown school, and popular with local boys, so 
Walter though he would embarrass her by asking, “who was that young man I saw you  
with in Castletown yesterday?”  “Oh, that was my friend Rita.” She replied, but Walter 
persisted, “that was a boyfriend” he said.  Hoping to cause Isobel some 
embarrassment, Walter continued with questions, insisting that it was a boy she was 
with, and he could tell the difference between a boy and a girl.  “Are ye sure Walter” 
replied Isabel, “when you can’t tell  a dog from a wolf?”……!  The shop exploded in 
laughter, as Walter turned on his heels and walked out, leaving his messages on the 
counter.. 
 
No one ever mentioned the word wolf to Walter again, but the tale and it’s sequel 
raised many a laugh in the shop!!  In case you were worried, his wife came down to 
the shop next day to collect their messages! 
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